
APPENDIX

Stripping of Snap-Tys and guidelines 
for break back

AR Snap-Ty break backs are manufactured to exacting standards that
ensure that they perform to load requirements while providing a
consistent and reliable breaking point. However, many factors affect
the performance of the break backs.

• Snap-Tys must not be bent during installation as the break back
could be adversely affected.

• For best results, Tys are not to be removed until concrete has
gained sufficient strength to prevent the Ty upset from rotating —
typically 2 to 3 days. Attempting to break the Ty in green concrete
may result in the Ty rotation in the concrete and make it difficult to
break the Ty.

• Only Space-Tys have a guaranteed break back.
• Other Snap-Ty products are designed to provide a consistent break

back, but can be affected by the concrete, which could generate
difficulties in achieving a consistent break back.

• Products like the Steel Washer, No Washer and No Spreader Snap-
Tys where the break back could be contained within the concrete
require extra attention. With increased bond length NCA cannot
guarantee that the Ty will consistently provide the proper break
back. For these products, this is especially important where break
backs of over ¾" (20 mm) are desired. A good quality release
agent/grease (acceptable non-staining) applied between the break
back and the face of formwork (grease wire to be embedded, that
will be removed — do not grease head area) may facilitate more
consistent results. On site tests should be conducted to identify if
consistent results can be achieved with the concrete mix and Ty.

• If the washer or cone is not free of the concrete, chip away the
concrete using a hammer, screwdriver or drill to free the embedded
components. Failure to free up the embedded components could
result in the break back closer to the surface of the concrete
instead of the desired break back location.

Use of the AR Snap-Ty and Space-Ty wrenches will assist with
consistency, reduce risk of injury and speed up removal.

If in doubt, contact AR’s technical department for assistance.

Space-Ty Wrench

Snap-Ty Wrench
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